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Partnering with the biggest brands in the world, IPartnering with the biggest brands in the world, I
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With an inspiring and engaging message, leadersWith an inspiring and engaging message, leaders
can confidently step into their power andcan confidently step into their power and

transform their influence.transform their influence.

JEN BUCKJEN BUCK



Hey! I'm Jen Buck.Hey! I'm Jen Buck.
I began the first decade of my career in a startup helping to launch a billion dollar global and award-
winning brand while in a leadership development training role. Having now been an award-winning
professional Keynote Speaker for 24 years, I've given over 10,000 programs impacting over a million
people throughout my tenure. As a best-selling author with six publications, hosting a television show
that is seen in 50 countries worldwide, as well as having a podcast that highlights female leaders who
are changing their corner of the world, I'm committed to amplifying great leadership. I'm also the Chief
Communications Officer for a female-founded and female-led organization and have led 3 U.S.
Congressional campaigns as the Chief of Staff, as well as started a nonprofit that contributed to helping
48,000 people in need. 

My speaking and training programs focus on leadership and management are high-energy and fast-
moving with a focus on helping leaders thrive in ever-evolving and high-intensity environments.  I also
serve organizations to help develop their high-performing women through keynotes, training, and
coaching that will support them in navigating proximity to power and bringing relevancy by
understanding the power of consistency, recency, and primacy. My goal is to help women build brands
that get them noticed and promoted into positions of power. With an inspiring and practical message, I
know how to get audiences on their feet and excited about creating big change.
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Seen & Heard On:
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Podcast and Television Show
The HERstory Collaborative highlights high-performing
women who are changing their corner of the world. The
podcast can be heard on every major platform and the
television show is broadcasted through CTYTV Network

Books
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Cick images above for details on Media, Clients and Events

Media

https://www.jenbuckspeaks.com/media-events-clients
https://www.jenbuckspeaks.com/podcast
https://www.jenbuckspeaks.com/shop
https://youtu.be/beHvMv9DjkY
https://www.facebook.com/JenBuckSpeaks
https://www.instagram.com/jenbuckspeaks/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jenbuckspeaks/


Let''s do this!Let''s do this!
Partner With Jen Buck Today.


